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We present results of a simulation of two flavor QCD on a 163 × 4 lattice using p4‑improved staggered
fermions with bare quark mass m/T ‑ 0.4. Derivatives of the thermodynamic grand canonical partition
function Z(V, T, ixlt, jxd) with respect to chemical potentials fxu d for different quark flavors are calculated
up to sixth order, enabling estimates of the pressure and the quark number density as well as the chiral
condensate and various susceptibilities as functions of (xヴ= (fj>u + fid)/2 via Taylor series expansion.
Furthermore, we analyze baryon as well as isospin fluctuations and discuss the relation between the radius

of convergence of the Taylor series and the chiral critical point in the QCD phase diagram. We argue that
bulk thermodynamic observables do not, at present, provide direct evidence for the existence of a chiral

critical point in the QCD phase diagram. Results are compared to high temperature perturbation theory as
well as a hadron resonance gas model.
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I.INTRODUCTION

ture interval. Beyond a region T E [To, l.5To] where there
are large deviations from ideal gas behavior, thermody‑

Thethermodynamicsofstronglyinteractingmatter
hasbeenstudiedextensivelyinlatticecalculationsat
vanishingquarkchemicalpotential,nq(orbaryon/jlb≡

namic observables rapidly approach the high temperature
ideal gas limit; for instance, the pressure agrees with the
Stefan‑Boltzmann prediction to within ‑20%. In the low

3/O[1].Currentlatticecalculationsstronglysuggest
舶tthetransitionfromthehadroniclowtemperature
phasetothehightemperaturephaseisacontinuous,non‑
singularbutrapidtransitionhappeninginanarrowtern一
野atureintervalaroundthetransitiontemperature
矩170MeV.Recentadvancesinthedevelopmentof
techniquesforlatticecalculationsatnonzeroquarkchemi‑
calpotential/jlp[2‑6]havealsoenabledthe丘rstexplor‑

temperature hadronic phase it has been found that a hadron
resonance gas model provides an astonishingly good de‑
scnption

of

basic

features

of

the

T

and

〃′

dependence

of

thermodynamic observables [ 15】.

Maybe one of the largest changes compared to the
thermodynamics at /jLq ≡ 0 has been observed in the tem‑
perature dependence of the quark number and isovector

atorystudiesoftheQCDphasediagramandbulk
也ermodynamicsinaregimeofsmallfxq,i.e.,for/JLq/T≦

susceptibilities 【1 1]. For fJLq ‑ O these observables show a

landT≧O.STn
Guidedbyphenomenologicalmodelswhichsuggestthat
atlowtemperatureandnonzeroquarkchemicalpotential
thelowandhighdensityregionswillbeseparatedbyalst

change rapidly at the transition temperature but continue to

orderphasetransition,ithasbeenspeculated【7]thata2nd
orderphasetransitionpoint,thechiralcriticalpoint,exists
mtheinterioroftheQCDphasediagram,atwhichtheline
oflstordertransitionsends.Fors誓allervaluesoffiq/T

while the isovector susceptibility continues to show a

也elowandhightemperatureregimewillthenbeonly

Susceptibilities thus may provide the most direct evidence

separatedbyacrossovertransition.The丘rstexploratory
studiesatnonzeroquarkchemicalpotentialindeedgave
evidenceforsuchachiralcriticalpoint[2],althoughsub‑
sequentinvestigationsmadeclearthatatpresentanyquan‑
Nativestatementaboutthelocation[8,9]andmaybeeven

for the existence of a 2nd order phase transition in the QCD

similar temperature dependence. They have been found to
increase monotonically at larger temperatures [16‑20].
For fJLq >0,
velops a pronounced peak at the transition temperature

temperature dependence similar to that found at ixq ‑ 0.

Such a behavior, indeed, is expected to occur in QCD in the
vicinity of a 2nd order phase transition point 【21】.

phase diagram. Finding the characteristic volume and!or
quark mass dependent universal scaling behavior of sus‑
ceptibilities would undoubtedly establish the existence of a
chiral critical point.

a‑‑uttheexistenceofsuchachiralcriticalpointispre‑

In this paper we want to extend our previous study of

mature.The丘rstcalculationsofthebaryoniccontribution
tothepressureinstronglyinteractingmatter【3,10‑14】
alsosuggestedthatthetransition
savi。rinthehightemperature芸ndthethermodynam
haseresemblethepi∑
refoundpreviouslyatzeronetbaryondensity.Inthis

thermodynamics at nonzero quark chemical potential

ase(mォ‑0)thetransitionoccursinanarrowtempera‑

Ising model.
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[3,1 1], which is based on a Taylor series expansion around

The 2nd order critical point in the QCD phase diagram is
expected to belong to the universality class of the 3‑dimensional
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fxq ‑ 0, to the 6th order.‑ Going to higher orders in the
expansion is of particular illlportallce for the analysis of

analyze the properties of quark number and isovector

relyoncalculationswithintheframeworkofeffectivew.
energytheoriesortophenomenologicalapproaches.Her
wewillfocusonadiscussionofthepropertiesofahadron
resonancegasmodel,whichrecentlyhasbeencomparedto
latticeresultsatnonzeroquarkchemicalpotentialquite
successfully【15】andwllichalsoisknowntodescribe
experimentalresultsonthechemicalfreeze‑outofparticle

susceptibilities, relate them to diagonal and nondiagonal

ratiosobservedinheavyioncollisionsratherwell[25],

higher derivatives of the density of the grand potential
expressed in units of the temperature. Cl(V,T,fx) ≡
(vT3) 'lnZ, i.e., for an analysis of generalized suscepti‑
bilities. Accordingly our main emphasis will be to further

月avor susceptibilities. calculate the chiral susceptibility,
and discuss to what extent the pronounced peaks found

A.Hightemperatureperturbationtheory

in some of these susceptibilities give evidence for the

Intheinfinitetemperaturelimitthegrandpotentialof
QCD,n(r,jj.)≡lnZ(V,T,fjb)/VT3,whichisequivalent
tothepressureinunitsofT4,approachesthatofafree

existence of a chiral critical point in the QCD phase
diagram.

This paper is organized as follows. We start in the next
section by summarizing basic results on QCD thermody‑
namics at nonzero qLIark chenlical potential obtained in
high temperature perturbation theory 【22,23】 and expecta‑

quark‑gluongas[Stefan‑Boltzmann(SB)gas],
壁‑n<‑>(r.m)
T4

tions based on properties of the hadron resonance gas

877‑ ‑育+Irzzn+itfvv

model at low tenlperature 【24.25】. Ill Sec. Ill we preseill

L6。+2¥T)+諦)l・

results on the calculation of various thermodynamic ob‑

(2.1)

servables obtained from a Taylor expansion up to 6th order
in iJLq/T. In Sec. IV we analyze the convergence properties
of the Taylor series. Section V is devoted to a discussion of

wherethefirsttermgivesthecontributionofthegluon
sectorandthesumoverthefermionsectorextendsover/^

the reweighting approach to QCD thermodynamics at

differentflavors.InEq.(2.1)weonlygavetheresultfor
masslessquarksandgluons.Alsointhefollowingwewill
restrictourdiscussionofperturbativeresults‑tothecとiseof
QCDwith1‑nasslessquarks.Inthissectionwealsouse(jlto
denotetheei‑tiresetofiifdifferentchemicalpotentials

FLq ≠ 0 and its comparison to the Taylor expansion ap‑
proach. In Sec. VI we give our corlCltISIOIls. Ai‑ Appendix
contains details on tlle ulylor expansion of various observ‑
ables stLidied here.

(Mm.Mrf.‑).WealsointroducetheshorthandnotこItion
LL2≡Y.Mfm2.

II. THERMODYNAMICS AT LOWAND HIGH
TEMPERATURE
In this section we want to briefly discuss the density or

Theadditivestructureofcontributionsとinsin竺from
ヽ.メ
gluonsandthedifferentfermionflavorsectorspersistsat
O{g‑).OnlystartingatO{g3)isacouplingamongthe

chemical potential dependence of thermodynamic observ‑

differentpartonicsectorsintroduced.Atthisorderitis

ables in the asymptotic high temperature regime as well as

inducedthroughtllenonvanishinselectric(Deb)′e)nlaSS
term川￡【23].

at low temperatures in the ladronic phase ofQCD. On the
former we have information from high temperature pertur‑
bation theory which recently has been extended to

ft(7¥fi)‑fi'‑'(r,M)+g2g1(2¥T,p.)

0(g6 Ing) [23] also for nonvanishing quark chemical po‑
tentials [xf, f‑ u,d,..., and as for /jl/ ‑ 0 [26] is thus

+g3f2(3)(7¥ix)+0(g4),(2.2)

now known to all pertLirbatively calculable orders.

with

Although a comparison of the perturbative expansion

n(2>(7サ‑‑[j+箸+孟p2+蒜m/v

with lattice calculations at /lんy ‑ 0 suggests that quantita‑

tive agreement cailnot be expected at temperatLires close to
the transition temperature, To, we can gain useful insight
into the structure of the Taylor expansion used in lattice

n<3>(7サ‑よ(芳)3‑よ(.・‡+蒜,3/2
^‑

calculations to study thermodynamics at 〝′ ≠ 0・

(2.3)

In the low tenlperature hadroilic phase a systematic

QCD based analysis is difficult and one generally has to

Theelectricmasstermintroducesadependenceofagiven
quarkRavorsectoronchangesinanothersector,i.e.the
quarknumberdensityinaflavorsectort.

"Some results on the radius of convergence have been reported

recently in an 8th order Taylor expansion for two flavor QCD

4We suppress here the volume dependence of ∫‑. Perturbative
l2‰ will call this in the following the grand potential although
conventionally the extensive quantity V7qn is called the grand
potential.

calculations are performed in the thermodynamic limit. The
volume dependence, however, has to be analyzed more careful')
in lattice calculations.
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susceptibilitiesatO(/u14)isnegative,withthelatterbeing
anorderofmagnitudesmaller."
RatherthandiscussingthethermodynamicsofQCDat
nonvanishingquarkchemicalpotentialintermsofchemi‑
Cとilpotentialsrelatedtoquarknumbersindifferentflavor
channels,itisconvenienttointroducechemicalpotentials
whicharerelatedtoconservedquantumnumbersconsid‑
eredatlowenergy,i.e..quarkorbaryonnumberand
isospin.InthecaseoftwoflavorQCD,whichwearegoing
toanalyzenlourlatticecalculations,wethusintroduce
alsothequarkchemicalpotential(xq‑{/jlu+fid)/2and

dependsont
Q(g3)‑Thisiごeotherquarkchemicalpotentialsonly
andnondiagonalsusceptibilities【4,16‑20].
als。reflectedinthestructure。fdiag。n'::

The diagonal susceptibilities are nonzero in the ideal gas

触it and. moreover, the leading order perturbative term

theisovectorchemicalpotential6/x/‑{fxu‑juLd)/2.In
allalogytoEq.(2.5)wethencanintroduceqLIarknumber
andisovectorsusceptibilities,

stays nonzero also in the limit of vanishing quark chemical
potential,

The nondiagonal susceptibilities, however, receive nonzero
contributions

only

at

O{g3).

The

leading

perturbative

con一

曲ution is positive and inversely proportional to the elec‑

where in the second equality we have assumed degenerate
(;/, f/)‑quark masses.

trie screening mass. However, it vanishes lll the limit of
B. Low tenlperature hadron resonailce gas

vanishing chemical potentials. In this case the first nonzero

contribution arises at O{g6 lnl/g) [22].

The success in describing particle abuildance ratios
observed nl heavy ion experiments at varymg beaill ener‑
gies in terms of equilibrium properties of a hadron reso‑
llance gas model 【25] begs a comparison of this model for
the

low

teilnperature

hadronic

pilとise

with

lattice

QCD

calculations. Indeed this led to astonishingly good agree‑
nlellt 【15】.
II‑ the hadron resonance gas (HRG) model it is assumed
that for T < To the QCD pとirtition i'unction c呈in be approxi‑

Aswe aregoirlg todiscuss lattice calculations at nonzero
chemica一 potential which are bとised on a Taylor expansioi‑

ofthe grand potential H in terms of fif/T it also is
instructive to consider a Taylor expansion of the perturba‑
tive series for ft. While perturbative terms up to O(g2)
only contribute to the series up to O(/j14) higher order terms
n the expansion start receiving nonvanishing contributions

mとited by that ofとi noninteracting gas ofhadron resonances,

either bosonic mesons or fermionic baryons. This, how‑
ever, does not mean that interactions in dense hadronic
matter have been ignored; in the spirit of Hagedorn's boot‑
strap model [24] the nlClLIsion of heavy resonailces as
stable particles also takes care of the interaction among
the hadrons in the dense gas at low temperature.
The partition function of tlle hadron resonance gas may

at 0(g3). These again arise from the electric mass term.

be split into mesonic and baryonic contributions.

i.e.. from an expansion of mE/gT in powers of p.‑;

Note that the expansion coefficients up to and including
^(/蝣i4)

are

positive.

Starting

at

O(/u16)

they

alternate

in

slgn. From the sign of the /j16 term it follows via
&}・(2.5)

that

the

leading

perturbative

contribution

to

the

expansion coefficient of diagonal as well as nondiagonal

'Ithasalsorecentlybeenpointedoutinthecontextofa
¥arge‑Ncexpansionthatflavornondiagonalcontributionstothe
freeenergyaresuppressedby0(1/A^)[27].
^hisdefinitionoftheisovectorchemicalpotentialdiffers
fromthatusedin[11】byaf'actorof2.
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・nz%fB(T, V(iq,pi,) ‑蒜J。 dkk2¥n(¥ ‑ zie‑」i/T),
(2.12)
with energies ej ‑ k‑ + mj and fugacities
zi ‑ exp[(3Bifiq + 2I3ifiI)/Tl

(2.13)

Here 5, is the baryon number and /31 denotes the third
component of the isospin of the species in qLIestion. Tlle
upper sign in Eq. (2.12) refers to bosons, and the lower sign
to fermions. Note that with this convention antiparticles
must be counted separately in Eq. (2.1 1) with fugacity z]‑i
and self‑conjugate species such as汀‑, V have z ‑ 1. If the

where again only in the baryon sector i >‑1 terms have

logarithms are expanded in powers of fugacity, the integral

been neglected.
The resonance gas model in the (partial) Boltzmann

over momenta, k, can be performed. This yields

approximation given by Eqs. (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), (2.18),

lnZ禁i/B‑票差{。‑ 1 K‑2*2(笥z, (2.14)
where the upper factor in braces applies to bosons and the
lower to fermions, and K, is a modified Bessel function.
For large argument, i.e., for /ォ,・サT the Bessel function

can be approximated by K2(x) ‑節e"v[l + 15/8* +

and (2.19) leads to simple predictions for the dependence
of themlodynanlic observables on the quark chemical po‑
tential fx(]. In particular, it predicts that ratios of the density
dependei‑t part of thermodynamic observables are insensi‑
tive to details of the hadronic mass spectrum. Nor do they
depend explicitly on terllperature, but instead only on the
ratio /jLq/T. For instance, one finds

0(x 2)]. Terms with牀≧ 2 in the series given in Eq. (2.14)
thus are exponentially suppressed. For temperatLires and
quark chemical potentials less than a typical scale of about

200 MeV it generally suffices to keep the first term in the
sum appearing in Eq. (2.14). The only species for whicll
this step would need furtherjustification is the pion; clearly
for realistic pion masses more care must be taken when

Similarly ratios of Taylor expansion coefficients of ther‑

evaluating the sum over i. This, however, does not influ‑

modynamic quantities, X, are temperature and spectrum
independent. For an observable X, of generic form X ‑

ence the nq dependence of the hadron resonance gas; B, ‑
0 for mesons and their contribution thus is independent of

qx + fX cosh(3/ul(j/T), the expansion in fJ‑g/T is givenby

ixq. At julj ‑ 0 one readily derives

‑G(r)+F(r)cosh(竿(2.15)

withG(T)‑{VT3)‑1∑(。InZjfandF{T)givenby
theBoltzmannapproximationtothefermionpartition
functionofbaryons,
F(T)‑去I(tWt)(2‑16)

These ratios as well as ratios of physical observables
calculated within the resonance gas approximation will

/Ebary。ns
NotethateachterminthesumforFnowcountsboth
b∬yonandantibaryon.Asthemesonsectorofthepartitiorl
functionsisindependentoffxqthemesoniccomponent

be compared to corresponding lattice results in the
following.

III. TAYLOR EXPANSION FOR TWO FLAVOR QCD

doesnotcontributetoxq,

The basic concepts of our Taylor expansion approach to
QCD thermodynamics at nonzero quark chemical potential

￨f‑9F(D‑cosh‑」i.(2.17)

have been introduced in 【1 ll where observables have been

analyzed up to O{jjrq). Here we extend the analysis up to
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jjjgsixthorderin/JLq/Twithsignificantlyimproved
statistics.
Ourcalculationshavebeenperformedfortwoflavor
qCDona163X4latticewithbarequarkmassma‑
ojusingSymanzik‑improvedgaugeandp4‑improved
staggeredfermionactions.Theseparametersareidentical
tothoseusedforouranalysisofthermodynamicobserv‑
ablesatnonzerochemicalpotentialuptoO{fii)[3,11].
ThesimulationusesthehybridRmoleculardynamics
algorithm,andmeasurementswereperformedonequili‑
bratedconfigurationsseparatedby丘veunitsofmolecular
dynamicstimet.Thegaugecouplings,fi‑6/g,usedfor
ourcalculationscovertheinterval[3.52,4.0],whicllCO汀e‑
spondstoatemperaturerangeT/ToG[0.76,1.98],where
7"0isthepseudoc
use7pc=3.65.宕ticaltemperature
turescaleT/TQ.Thenumberofconfigurationsgeneratedat
hisvalueisused霊=0forwhichwe
eachftvalueisgiveninTableI.Thethirdandseventh
efinethetempera‑
columnsgivethesamplesizesusedin【11],wherecoef‑
ficientsupton‑4werecalculated.Thenumbersofaddi‑
tionalcon6gurationsgeneratedforthepresentstudyof
expansioncoefficientsupto/;‑6arelistedinthefourth
andeighthcolumns.Itcanbeseenthとitwehaveincreased
ourstatisticsinthehadronicphasebyafactor4‑5andin
theplasmaphasebyafactor3.
Forthecalculationofvariousoperatortracesweusethe
methodofnoisyestimators.Wegenerallyfoundthatex‑
pectationvaluesinvolvingoddderivativesofIndetMwith
respectto/‑iarenoisierandrequireaveragesovermore
randomvectorsthanneededtoestimateexpectatioilvalues
involvingonlyevenderivatives.Oddderivativeshaveto
appearinevennumbersinanexpectationvalueinorderfor
thistobenonzero.Suchexpectationvaluesbehavevery
muchlikesusceptibilitiesandreceivetheirlargestcontri‑
butionsinthevicinityofTo.Stilltheirtotalcontributionto
theexpansionof,e.g.,thepressureisfoundtobesmallup
toO(/jL4).Itonlybecomessizableat0(/x).Forthese

TABLE I. Sample size at each /3 value.

3.5 2

0.7 6

100 0

3 50 0

3.7 0

800

2 00 0

3 .5 5

0.8 1

10 0 0

3 50 0

3.7 2

1.16

500

20 0 0

3 .5 8

0.8 7

10 0 0

3 50 0

3.7 5

1.23

5 00

10 0 0

3 .6 0

0 .9 0

10 0 0

3 80 0

3.80

1.36

5 00

10 0 0

3 .6 3

0 .9 6

10 0 0

35 0 0

3.8 5

1.50

50 0

10 0 0

3 .6 5

1.0 0

10 0 0

4000

3.9 0

1.65

5 00

10 0 0

3 .6 6

1.0 2

10 00

4000

3.9 5

1.8 1

5 00

10 0 0

3.6 8

1.0 7

80 0

36 0 0

4 .0 0

1.9 8

5 00

10 0 0

CP symmetry implies that the senes is even in fjLq, so the
coefficients cn are nonzero only for n even, and are defined
MS

where in the second equality we have explicitly specified
that the calculations have been performed on a Nえ× NT
lattice with dullensioilless quark chemical potelltial /A ≡
fiqCi. Z denotes the lattice regularized partition function
for two flavor QCD. Similarly we calculate the quark
llLllllber density

as

well

as

the

quark

and

isovector

susceptibi一ities

using

Eq. (2.10).

reasonsweused100stochasticnoisevectorstoestiillate
operatortracesoneachconfigurationfor/3G[3.60,3.68J.
Forotherj3values50noisevectorswerefoundtosuffice.
A.Pressure,quarknumberdensity,andsusceptibilities
Tostartthediscussionoflatticeresultsonthermody‑
namicsoftwoflavorQCDforsmallvaluesofthequark
chemicalpotentialwewillpresentresultsobtainedfroma
Taylorexpansionofthegrandpotentialft(7¥/xtr/id)≡
H(r,[xq+fihfiq二fjij)andsomeofitsderivatives.We
willconsiderexpansionsintermsofnq/Tat触ed,vanish‑
lngA4/‑Thepressureisthengivenby
芸‑n(r,fiq,txq)‑」c;i(r)(
n=。掌)∫(3.1)
‑̲̲
In[3]wedeterminedascriticalcoupling(3C‑3.649(2).Our
currentanalysisfavorsaslightlylargervalue.fic‑3.655(5).

Explicit expressions for c2. c4, c6 and c', cま, and c孟are
given in the Appendix. Note that the expansion for the
quark number susceptibility xq given in Eq. (3.4) is a
derivative of the grand potential at /jl, ‑ 0 and thus has
the same radius of convergence as that of the pressure and
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TABLE II. Taylor expansion coefficients cn(T) and c￡(T).

c‑>

c4 X lO

C6 × 102

Cろ

C去× 10

Cと× 102

0.76

0.0243(19)

0.238(6 1)

‑ 1.12(12 1)

0.0649(6)

0.098(5)

0.23(9)

0.81

0.0450(20)

0.377(64)

1.98(14 1)

0.0874(8)

0.140(6)

0.44 (10)

0.87

0.0735(23)

0.506(68)

1.69(155)

0.1206(ll)

0.216(8)

0.60(13)

0.90

0.10 15(24)

0.
7 65(72)

2.06(159)

0.155 1(14)

0.302(12)

0.83(18)

0.96

0.2 160(3 1)

1.491(135)

4.96(260)

0.26 19(2 1)

0.564(23)

1.47(37)

1.00

0.350 1(32)

2.133(121)

‑ 5.00(359)

0.3822(26)

0.839(28)

0.26(4 9)

1.02

0.4228(33)

2.258(118)

‑ 4.49(312)

0.450 1(27)

0.909(28)

0.02(44)

1.07

0.5824 (23)

1.4 17(62)

‑ 5.73(158

0.5972(2 1)

0.
74 1(17)

ー0.75 (26)

1.ll

0.658 1(20)

0.95 1(39)

ー1.65(62)

0.6662(18)

0.618(ll)

ー0.18(10)

1.16

0.709 1(15)

0.763(24)

一0.3 1(26)

0.7 156(14)

0.564(6)

ー0.03(4)

1.23

0.75 17 (16)

0.667(23)

一0.44 (23)

0.7573(13)

0.527(5)

一0.06(3

1.36

0.7880(ll)

0.572(12)

‑ 0.09(ll)

0.7906(9)

0.495(3)

一0.03(1)

1.50

0.8059(10)

0.539(10)

‑ 0.17(7)

0.8076(7)

0.477(2)

ー0.05 (1

1.65

0.8 157(8)

0.499(7)

‑ 0.13 8

0.8169(7)

0.46 1(2)

‑ 0.05(1)

1.81

0.8203(8)

0.497(7)

‑ 0.ll(6)

0.82 18(6)

0.452(1)

‑ 0.05(1)

0.8230f7ー

0.473f6ー

0.8250f6ー

0.44 1rl一

一0.03(1ー

.98

0.03(4ー

quark number density given by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3). The

As can be seen in Table II in the high temperature phase

expansion coefficient c'2 also defines the first term in an

the 6th order expansion coefficients generally are an order

expansion of the pressure at ponzero isospin. This series

of magnitude smaller than the 4th order coefficients. In the

may have a different radius of convergence [28]; indeed,

low temperature phase they are still a factor 3‑5 smaller.

since the lightest particle carrying nonzero isospin /3 in the

As a consequence the 6th order contributioi‑s to the pres‑

hadronic phase is the pion, we might expect the expailsion

sure and quark number density are small for fiq/T ≦ 1・

to break down in the chiral limit for arbitrarily small 〟′′.

This is seen in Fig. 2which shows A/?/r

The coefficient co(T) gives the pressure in units of T4 at

‑ [p(T,/mJ ‑

p(T,0)]/T4 and njT3 in the range 0 ≦ vq/T ≦ 1. Here

vanishing baryon density and can be calculated using the

we also show as dashed lines results obtained from a Taylor

integral method [29]. It is the only expansion coefficient

expansion wllich includes only terms up to 4th order in

which also requires lattice calculations at zero temperature.
Higher order terms can be calculated directly from gauge
held configurations generated on finite temperature latti‑
ces. They、 however, require additional denvatives of
In det〟, where 〟 is the quark matrix. They are evaluated
at fixed temperature, i.e., fixed gauge coupling β, by
calculating combinations of traces of products of
∂間〟/∂〆'‑ and 〟

(see Appendix).

Results for the Taylor expansion coefficients are listed in
TableII. InFig. 1 weplotcn andc;, forn ‑ 2,4,and6as
functions of T. A comparison with Figs. 3 and 8 of
Ref. 【11] reveals the improvement in statistics of the
current study. The same features are apparent: namely c2
and c与both rise steeply across To with c吾>c‑) as is
obvious from the explicit expressions given for these co‑
efficients in the Appendix; they reach a plateau at approxi‑
mately 80% of the valueォf/2 predicted in the SB limit, i.e.,
for free massless quarks; cA rises steeply to peak at TとTo
before approaching its SB limit value n{/4汀‑ from above,
whereas the peak in c'4 is much less marked.

Thedifferenceislargelydueto
c。nnectedterm((d‑IndetM/d書edominanceofthedis‑
FIG. 1 (color online). The Taylor expansion coefficients c,., CL
whichcontributestoc4withacoefficient3timesthatofits
)2>‑(d2IndelM/d/x2)2
contributiontoc左.
for n ‑ 2, 4, and 6 as functions of T/To.
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tiontemperatureatnonzerojxqdeterminedfromthepeak
positionofsusceptibilitiesindeedmovestotemperatures
smallerthanthetransitiontemperatureTodeterminedat
/nq‑0.Thefigure,however,alsoshowsthatatleastfor
T<Tothe6th‑ordercontributioncanbesizableandstill
suffersfromstatisticalerrors.Betterstatisticsandthecon‑
tributionfromhigherordersintheTaylorexpansionthus
willbeneededtogetgoodquantitativeresultsforsuscep‑
tibilitiesinthehadronicpilase.
Thereisalsoapronounceddipinxq(T)forT/Toと1.05
which,togetherwiththeincreasede汀orbarsmakesthe
presenceofapeakinxqlessconvincingthanitiswithout

FIG.2(coloronline).Thefxq‑dependentcontributiontothe
pressure(left)andthequarknumberdensity

theinclusionofthe/jrqcontribution.However,theerror
barsalsoreflecttheproblemwehaveatpresentindeter‑
miningthisadditionalcontributionwithsufficientaccu‑
racytoincludeitinthecalculationofhigherorder
derivativesofthepartitionfunction.Ontheotherside,
Fig.3con丘rmsthatasignificantpeakisnotpresentin
theisovectorchannel.Infact,ifacriticalendpointexistsin
the(T,fx)planeoftheQCDphasediagram,thisisex‑
pectedtobelongtotheIsinguniversalityclass,implying
tllatexactlyone3Dscalardegreeoffreedombecomes
masslessatthispoint.Sinceboth如andわo￠areiso‑

。fT/T。forvariousvalues。fthequark霊ght)asfunctions
calculatedfromaTaylorseriesin6thorder.Alsoshownas
micalpotential
dashedlinesareresultsfroma4th‑orderexpansioninixq/T.

hi
andquarknumberdensityisconvergingrapidlyfor
Hq/T<1.Evenforfiq/T‑1thedifferencesbetween
the4thand6th‑orderresultsaresmallandpartlyinnuenced
bystatistics.Wealsonotethatinthehightemperature
regu一一C,T≧1.5rO,ourresultsarecompatiblewiththe
continuumextrapolated(quenched)resultsobtainedwith
anunimprovedstaggeredfermionaction[13].Thissup‑
portstheexpectationthatdeviationsfromthecontinuum
limitarestronglysuppressedwithourimprovedactio一一・

scalarandGalileanscalars,botllarecandidatestointer‑
polatethismasslessfield,andhencewecanexpect
divergentfluctuationsinbothquarknumberandchiral
susceptibilitiesatthispoint.Thelatterwillbediscussed
inSec.inc.
Thedifferenceinthetemperaturedependenceofxqan<J

Nextweturntoadiscussionofquarknumberand
isovectorsusceptibilitieswhichareshowninFig.3.They
havebeenobtainedusingEqs.(3.4)and(3.5).Again㌍e
showthecorresponding4th‑orderresultsasdashedlinesin
thesefigures.Theselinesagreewithouroldresultsshown
asFig.9of[11].Theeffectofthenewtermproportionalto
c6(r)istoshifttheapparentmaximuminxq¥T),arising

AV.alsoreflectsthestrongcorrelationbetweenfluctuations
indifferentflavorcomponents.Thiswillbecomeclear
fromourdiscussionofnavordiagonalandnondiagonal
susceptibilitiesinthenextsection.

fromthesharplypeaked[iqcontributionproportionalto

B.Flavordiagonalandnondiagonalsusceptibilities

c47)、tolowertemperature.Thissuggeststhatthetransi‑

Usingtherelationbetweenquarknun‑berandlsovector
susceptibilitiesontheoneharュdanddiagonalandnon‑
diagonalsusceptibilitiesontheotherhand【Eq.(2.10)]
wealsocande石neexpansionsforthelatter,

with ell" ‑ (cn + cln)/4 and c¥¥d ‑ (cn ‑ c￡)/4.
As discussed in the previous section the expansion co‑

RG. 3 (color online). The quark number susceptibility xq/T2
(・eft)

and

isovector

susceptibility

xi/T2

(right)

as

functions

of

efficients cn and c;, become quite similar at high tempera‑

'/Tq for various fxq/T ranging from jxq/T ‑ 0 (lowest curve)

ture. This was to be expected from the discussion of the

ns'ng in steps of 0.2 to nq/T ‑ 1, calculated from a Taylor
Senes in 6th order. Also shown as dashed lines are results from a

given in Sec. IIA as cn and c;, differ only by contributions

4th‑order expansion in /J.q/T.

coming from nondiagonal susceptibilities, which enter

structure of山e high temperature perturbative expansion
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TABLE III. Taylor expansion coefficients c¥¥"{T) and c¥'?(T).

0 .7 6

2 .2 3 (6 )

0 .8 4 ( 1 6 )

‑ 0 .2 2 (3 2 )

ー 1.0 15 (4 2 )

0 .3 5 ( 1 4 )

ー 0 .3 4 (2 9 )

0 .8 1

3 .3 1 (6 )

1 .2 9 ( 1 7 )

0 .6 0 ( 3 7 )

ー 1.0 6 0 4 5 )

0 .5 9 ( 1 5 )

0 .3 8 ( 3 3 )

0 .8 7

4 .8 5 (8 )

1 .8 1( 18 )

0 .5 7 (4 2 )

‑

1. 17 7 4 6 )

0 .7 2 ( 1 6 )

0 .2 7 (3 6 )

0 .9 0

6 .4 1 (9 )

2 .6 7 (2 0 )

0 .7 2 (4 4 )

‑

1.3 3 9 (4 5 )

1 .1 6 ( 16 )

0 .3 1 (3 6 )

0 .9 6

l l .9 5 ( 1 2 )

5 . 14 (3 9 )

1 .6 1 (7 4 )

‑

1. 14 8 (4 5 )

2 .3 2 (2 9 )

1 .0 0

1 8 .3 1 ( 14 )

7 .4 3 (3 7 )

一 . 19 ( 1 0 1)

ー 0 .8 0 2 (3 2 )

3 .2 3 (2 4 )

‑

1 .0 2

2 1 .8 2 ( 1 5 )

7 .9 2 (3 6 )

ー 1. 12 (8 8 )

‑ 0 .6 8 1 (2 7 )

3 .3 7 (2 3 )

‑ 1. 1 3 (6 9 )

.0 7

1 .6 9 ( l l )

‑

0 .8 7 (5 7 )
1.3 1 (7 8 )

2 9 .4 9 ( l l)

5 .3 9 (2 0 )

ー 1.6 2 (4 6 )

‑ 0 .3 6 9 ( 1 7 )

1 .l l

3 3 .l l (9 )

3 .9 2 ( 1 2 )

‑ 0 .4 6 ( 1 8 )

一 0 .2 0 5 (2 0 )

0 .8 3 (7 )

‑ 0 .3 7 ( 1 3 )

1.2 5 (3 3 )

1. 16

3 5 .6 2 (7 )

3 .3 2 (7 )

「 0 .0 8 (8 )

‑ 0 . 16 2 ( 17 )

0 .5 0 (5 )

‑ 0 .0 7 (6

1.2 3

3 7 .7 3 (7 )

2 .9 8 (7 )

‑ 0 . 13 (6 )

‑ 0 . 14 0 (2 2 )

0 .3 5 (5 )

‑ 0 .0 9 (5 )

1.3 6

3 9 .4 7 (5 )

2 .6 7 (4 )

‑ 0 .0 3 (3 )

ー 0 .0 6 3 ( 1 8 )

0 .1 9 (3 )

‑ 0 .0 1 (2 )

.5 0

4 0 .3 4 (4 )

2 .5 4 (3 )

一 0 .0 6 (2 )

‑ 0 .0 4 3 ( 1 6 )

0 .1 5 (2 )

ー 0 .0 3 (2 )

1.6 5

4 0 .8 1 (4 )

2 .4 0 (2 )

‑ 0 .0 4 (2 )

‑ 0 .0 2 9 ( 14 )

0 . 10 ( 1 )

‑ 0 .0 2 (2 )

1.8

4 1 .0 5 (3 )

2 .3 7 (2 )

ー 0 .0 4 (2 )

ー 0 .0 4 0 ( 14 )

0 .l l (2 )

ー 0 .0 1 ( 1)

4 1 .2 0 (3 ー

2 .2 9 (2 一

一 0 .0 0 ( 1 ー

‑ 0 .0 5 1 ( 1 3 ー

0 .0 8 H ー

.9 8

with opposite sign in these two coefficients. It thus is

ideal

gas

values,

which

is

0 .0 2 H ー

zero

for

all

nondiagonal

expと=‑

Fig. 4. We note that the errors on these quantities have been

sion coefficients, c¥¥d. In fact, as discussed in Sec. II A the
latter receive contributions only at O(g6 lnl/g2) for n ‑ 2
and 0(g3) forn > 2. Moreover, it is interesting to note that

obtained from an independent jackknife analysis and thus

despite the small magnitude of these contributions the

are not simply obtained by adding errors for cn and cn.

leading

instructive to analyze directly the expansion coefficients
ofxuu ar>d xud‑ These are listed in Table III and plotted in

order

perturbとitive

results

correctly

predict

the

Figure 4 clearly shows that for T> To the various

sign of all expansion coefficients for T> To, i.e.璃<

expansion coefficients rapidly approach the corresponding

O, c'ì1 > 0, andeg > 0, cg" < 0. Furthermore, theorderof

FIG. 4. The Taylor expansion coefficier‑ts c"" (upper row) ofdiagona】 and c"f (lower row) of noi‑diagonal susceptibilities for nゴ2・

4, and 6 as functions of T/TQ.
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X C /㍗

1

I

l

The above considerations also suggest that the electric

l

charge susceptibility,

・
?

一i
il T
⊥i

in

will be singular whenever the diagonal and nondiagonal

u /r = i.o

≡E蕉

+

susceptibilities are singular as the cancellation between the

corresponding singular parts will be incomplete. We show
the charge susceptibility in Fig. 5. As it is donlmated by the
contribution from the isovector susceptibility any possible
singular contribution arising from xq wl^ be weak. It thus
may not be too surprising that a peak does not yet show up
in Xc‑

T/rn
一

一 一

‑

I

.

I

.

I

.

I

.

C. Mass derivatives and chiral condensate
FIG.5(coloronline).Thechargesusceptibilityxc/Tasa
functionofT/Toforvariousfxq/Trangingfrom/uLq/T‑0
(lowestcurve)risingii‑stepsof0.2to〟,/T‑1,calculated

of strongly interacting matter is expected to be closely

fromaTaylorseriesin6thorder

related to chiral symmetry restoration. It is therefore also

The transition between low and high temperature phases

of interest to analyze the dependence of the chiral conden‑

sate on the quark chemical potential. We will do so ul tlle

magnitudeforc冒i.e.￨ci,'
lid¥と5・1(T4atT空2Tq,agrees

framework of a Taylor expansion of the grand potential.

withtheperturbativeestimate[22].
Astrikingfeatureoftheexpansioncoefficientsc""
andcj,isthatforn>2theybecomesimilarin
magnitudeclosetoTo.Infact,cぷ̀̀andc完dbothhave
pronouncedpeaksatTowith{c'
expansioncoefficientsforn‑6areidenticalwithiner‑
rors.Thissuggeststhatanydivergentpieceinxll",which
couldoccurwhenfiq/Tapproachestheradiusofconver‑
genceoftheTaylorexpansion,willshowupwithidentical
strengthalsoinx・This,inturn.impliesthatthesingular
behaviorwilladdupconstructivelyinthequarknumber
susceptibilitywhereasitcancancelintheisovectorsus‑
ceptibilitygivingrisetofinitevaluesforxiatsuch

Here we expressed the bare lattice quark masses, ma, in
units of the temperature by using in/T ‑ maNr. Forn > 0
the expansion coefficients of the chiral condensate are

criticalpoint.Evenforsmaller,noncriticalvaluesof
//,g/7¥however,therapidriseofcl
¥̀'(7)forT空Tnis

directly related to derivatives of the expansion coefficients

important.Itshowsthatnondiagonalsusceptibilitieswill
becomelargeatnonzerochemicalpotentialintl‑etransi‑

of the grand potential il with respect to the quark mass, i.e.

∂c,Jd{m/T). For n ‑0 this holds true up to a

tionregionfromthelowtothehightemperaturephase,i.e‥
fluctuationsindifferentflavorchannels,whichareuncor‑

contribution arising from the normalization of the pressure

relatedathightemperature,becomestronglycorrelatedin
thetransitionregion.Thiscorrelationisalsoreflectedin
theerrorsofthevariousexpansioncoefficients,whichare
ofsimilarsizeforc','"andc",butmuchreducedinthe
di恥rence,xi‑

provide information on the quark mass dependence of

at (T‑0,fxa ‑0). As such the coefficients cf,〟 also

other thermodynamic observables like pressure, number
density, or susceptibilities. For instance, tl‑e change of
the quark number susceptibility with quark mass is given
by

■
Apreviousanalysis[18]reportedvaluesforc^consistent
withzerofortemperaturesT/To>1.25withinanerrorof10‑6
Thishasbeenfoundsubsequentlytobeinco汀ect.Theco汀ected
We have calculated the derivatives of cn with respect to the
values【20]arequalitativelyconsistentwithourfindings.(The
quark mass for n ‑ 0, 2, and 4. These derivatives are
secondpanelofFig.10in[20]shou
shown in Fig. 6 together with the corresponding derivatives
value。fc"dshowninourFig.4.)岩霊comparedtotwiceth
withtheresultsof[19].
for the expansion coef丘cieilts of the isovector susceptibil‑
aragreementisf。un昌
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1.2

1.4

1.6

￨ー8

o

FIG. 7 (color online). The chiral condensateくわ) (left) and
chiral susceptibility x如(right) as a function of T/To for
lxq/T ‑ 0, 0.4. and 0.8. The chiral condensate drops with

ll‑creasing fxq/T and tl‑e peak in ¥如becomes more pro‑
nounced.

08

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

jJLq/T > 0 than at vanishing chemical potential which.
moreover、 is shifted to smaller temperatures. However, as
will beconle clear from the discussion in the next section

2

77㌔
FIG. 6 (color online). The Taylor expansion coefficients c方￠ of
the chiral condensate for /; ‑ 0, 2, and 4 as functions of T/To.
Also shown are the coefficients c,¥仲for n ‑ 0, 2, which dehne
llle qtmrk nlass derivatives of the isovector susceptibility in
analogy to Eq. (3.12).

the peaks found in祁￠ and also in other susceptibilities
have to be analyzed and interpreted carefully. They renecl
the abrupt transition from the hadronic regime to the high
temperature phase in which Ructuations of the chiral con‑
densate are suppressed, but do not signal the presence ofa
2nd order phase transition unambiguously. The rapid rise

lty. vvhicll have a similar tenlperature dependence.

of susceptibilities in the hadronic phase is strongly corre‑

雷‑2c{一年12c如控+ゥ(/*S). (3.13)
We note that the expansion coefficients cf,￠ are negative

lated to the increase in the pressure and is also present in a
hadron gas which does not show any singular behavior at
the trarlsition tenlperatLire.
Also the expansion of the chiral condensate and related

forn > 0 and T ≦ 0.9670. The chiral condensate thus will
drop at fixed temperature with increasing [xq/T and the
chiral susceptibilities will increase in the hadronic phase
with decreasing quark mass. This, together with the change
of sign in cjf￠ at T=* T。, will shift the transition point at
nonzero 〟, JT to lower temperatures. In Fig. 7 we show the

observables are compatible with the HRG model. In fact, a
comparison of the temperature dependence of c,x￠ shown
in Fig. 6 with that of the expansion coefficients cn of the
grand potential si‑own in Fig. 1 suggests a strong similar!ty
between ‑c牙￠ and cll+2. 0n the other hand, for T < To the

chiral condensate and the related chiral susceptibilitylO

ratio ct jet￠ agrees within errors with the ratio c4/C2

obtained from a Taylor expansion up to and including

shown in Fig. 8. All this is consistent with the HRG model

0(^1

wl‑ere the quark mass (or spectrum) dependence only
enters through the functions F(T) and G(T) and does not
modify the dependence on (JLq/T.

IV. RADIUS OF CONVERGENCE AND THE
HADRON RESONANCE GAS

Obviously x如develops a much more pronounced peak for

So far we have not discussed the range of validity of the
Taylor expansion. In general, the Taylor series will only

^*hechiralsusceptibilityintroducedhereisnotthecomplete
derivativeofthechiralcondensatewithrespecttothequark
mass.Asfrequentlydonealsoat/xq‑0wedefinethechiral
susceptibilitybyignoringacontributionfromtheconnectedpart
whichwouldariseinthederivative∂(如)/∂m.Nonethelessx如
seemstocapturetheleadingsingularbellaviorthatshouldshow
upata2ndordercriticalpoint[30].

converge for fiq/T < p (orfxq/T ≦ p) wherethe radiusof
convergence, p, is determined by the zero of Z(T, /iq, fiq)
closest to the origin of the complex fxq plane. If this zero
happens to lie on the real axis the radius of convergence

coincides with a critical point of the QCD pa血ion紬C‑
lion. A sufficient condition for this is that all expansion
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FIG. 8 (coloronline), (a) The ratios c4/C2 and cg/c4, and (b) c'A/c与and cL/c左as well as (c) c^ '/cq and cj￠/ct as functions ofT.
Horizontal lines indicate the HRG prediction for T < TQ, and the SB prediction for T > To. Note the difference in vertical scale
tctlveen the plots.

coefficients are positive [3 1]. Apparently this is the case for
all coefficients c,,(T) with T/To < 0.96 that have been
calculated so far by us. Above To, however, we find
from the calculation of c6(T) that the expチnsion coef6‑
cients do not stay strictly positive. This is in accordance
with our expectation to find a chiral critical point at some
temperature T < To.
The radius of convergence of the Taylor series for
ft(7", fiq, fig) can be estimated by inspecting ratios of

significant temperature dependence as can be seen for
c'Jc圭and c^ '/cq shown in Fig. 8.
Similar information is coiltained in the ratios of
physical observables, e.g., the quark number density
or pressure over the quark nLimber susceptibility, intro‑
duced in Eq. (2.20). These ratios are shown in Fig. 9.
Here nq/T3 and xq/T‑ have been calculated using
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) up to O{fx6q). The ratio, nq/xq‑
(∂p/∂/*,)/(∂,la/dv<p)

subsequent expansion coefficients.

‑

∂p/∂nq,

is

related

to

the

isother一

mal compressibility, KT ‑ Xqlnlr which diverges at a 2nd
order phase transition point, i.e., at a point which
ap/∂n,‑0, tl‑e number of particles is unstable under
small changes in the pressure (mechanical instability)

where the square root arises because the Taylor expansion
of the grand potential ll is an even series in fJLq/T. The
ratios c2/,+2/c2,, are shown in Fig. 8 together with ratios of
the expansion coefficients c'n of the isovector susceptibility
and c君￠ of the chiral condensate. It is obvious that these

and large density fluctuations occur. This instability leads
to a divergence i‑i the quark nLimber susceptibility [21】. A
2‑‑d order phase transition is thtis expected to be signalled
by a zero in both ratios shown in Fig. 9. On the other hand,
for fXj ‑ 0 these ratios are expected to be constant in an

ratios rapidly change across To and approach the value of
corresponding ratios obtained in the high temperとiture ideal

gas limit. Another remarkable feature, however, is that
below To the ratios involving expansion coefficients of

the /^‑dependent parts of ll・ xl・ and x如are almost
temperature independent. In fact, these ratios are consistent
with the corresponding ratios deduced from the grand
potential of a hadron resonance gas [Eq. (2.23)], i.e.

c</c2 ‑ c++/c** ‑ 3/4 and cjc4 ‑ c'Jc'A ‑ 3/10. In
ratios that contain the lowest order expansion coefficients.
'・e.

c。,

cl¥

and

cL

the

spectrum

dependence

does

not

cancel because the lowest order expansion coefficients
a一so

depend

01‑

the

meson

sector

which

is

not

the

case

for higher order coef丘cients. These ratios thus show a

FIG. 9 (color onliile).
vided by the quark number susceptibility, kp/xq (left), and the
normalized derivative of pressure with respect to qLIark number
density, nq/xq (right), as a function of /jlq/T for various T/To.
Horizontal lines show the infinite temperature ideal gas values

...‑l.・・・・・・・・‑‑‑‑‑ ̲ ̲

In [20] it is reported that c8(7) is negative for T < 0.957"o;
however, the statistical significance of this result unfortunately is
not given.

and the HRG model prediction (T≦ rO) (solid lines) and
expanded t0 6th order in /上./T (dashed lines). The difference

is visible only for Ap/xq at fiq/T ‑ 0.8.
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ideal quark‑gluon plasma as well as in a hadron resonance

information for a more detailed analysis of the composition

gas,

of hadronic matter at temperatures below To. In Ref. [151
also the tei一一perature dependence of thermodynamic ob‑

servables like the pressure or the qLIark number sLiscepti‑
bility have been compared to the HRG model. In orderto
do so the hadron spectrum has been adjusted to the con‑
ditions realized in the lattice calculations, i.e., all masses
have been shifted to larger values as the lattice calculations
have been performed with unphysically large quark

The corresponding values are indicated in Fig. 9 by hon‑
zontal lines.

masses. This approach can also be turned around. The
HRG model for T < To can be used as an ansatz to deteト

As far as the determination of a possible 2nd order
critical point at nonvanishing quark chemical potential

mine the contributions of the mesonic and baryonic parts of
the spectrm1‑ without making assumptions on the distortion

(chiral critical point) is concerned Fig. 8 and 9 contain
identical information. For T ≦ 0.9670 bulk thermody‑

of the spectrum due to the unphysical quark mass values.

namic observables agree with predictions based on a

As outlined in Sec. II, within the Boltzmani‑ approxi‑
mation the HRG model yields a simple dependence of the

HRG model, which in itself does not show any critical

pressure on the quark chemical potential. The relation

behavior as a function of /.んJT at fixed T. In particular,

given in Eq. (2.15) can easily be extended to also include

there is no hint for a dip in Ap/xq or nqlxq which could

a nonvanishing isovector chemical potential. Neglecting

signal the presence of a 2nd order transition point. The

the mass difference among isospin partners the pressure
can be written as

same observation, albeit with larger statistical errors, holds

for ratios involving the chiral susceptibility x如・
Nonetheless, all these quantities change rapidly in the
transition from the low temperature to the high temperature
regime and, moreover, at T ‑ To the 6th order expansion
coefficients clearly cannot be described, within the HRG
model. BecaLise of the good agreelllent with the HRG
model and its Taylor expansion at lower temperature we
cannot, however, present an upper limit for the radius of
convergence below To; the ratios shown in Fig. 8 suggest
that a lower limit is given by (yu,g/r)c ≧ 1. Also from the
analysis of the temperature dependence of bulk thermody‑
namic observables we get, at present, no unambiguous
evidence for the existence of a phase transition. At present,

where G(1), G(3), F(2), and F(4) are the contributions to the
pressure

at

〃′

‑

/ulj

‑

0

arising

from

isosinglet

mesons

(V* ‑.,[B; ‑ 0, 73,‑ ‑ 0]), isotriplet mesons (汀,.‥.[*/ ‑

therefore, we cannot rule otit that in the temperatLire range

0,/3/ ‑{0, ±1}]), isodoublet baryons (n,p,...,[#, ‑

covered by our analysis (T ≧ O.STo) the transition to the

±lhi ‑ {±1/2}]), and isoquartet baryons (A,...,[」,‑ ‑

high temperature phase is a rapid crossover transition
rather than a phase transition. This situation then would
be similar to that at fxq ‑0. In order to exclude this
possibility we would need, in the future: to consider even
higher orders in the Taylor series; to scan in more detail the
small temperature interval [0.9570, ToJ; and to explore
systematically the quark mass and volume dependence of

±h hi ‑ {±1/2, ±3/2}]), respectively. These functions
contain all the information on the hadron spectrum in
different quantum number channels. Performing the
Taylor expansion of the pressure as well as quark number
and isovector susceptibilities allows one to relate these
functions to combinations of the various Taylor expansion
coefficients. This way one finds

our results. These issues are partially addressed already in
the next section where we discuss the use of reweighting
techniques to calculate some thermodynamic observables
and compare results obtained within this approach with
results from the Taylor expansion.
The good agreement found here for different ratios of
Taylor expansion coefficients calculated on the lattice and
within the HRG model suggests that we may use this

The various contributions to the pressure are shown in
Fig.

10(a)

for

〃′

‑

0.

With

increasing

quark

chemical

potential the relative weight of hadrons in different quan‑
tum number channels changes. As expected the baryonic

Fortheseobservablesagoodfunctionalagreementbetweencomponent becomes more important with increasing /*</
霊icedataandtheleading/.
[Fig. 10(b) and 10(c)]. We find that for fi /T ≡ 0.6 the
delhasalsobeennotedin[1需ependenttermintheHRG
potentialapproach.
ithintheimaginarychemical
baryonic sector gives the dominant contribution.
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tHermodynamics of two flavor qcd to sixth

FIG. 10 (color online). Contribution of different hadronic channels to the total pressure p/T4 obtained by using the HRG ansatz.
Shown are results for (a) ixq/T ‑ 0, (b) /ig/T ‑ 0.4, and (c) fxq/T ‑ 0.8.

V. REWEIGHTING APPROACH
An alternative to a strict ulylor expansion of thermody‑
namic observables in terms of fiq/T is the reweighting
approach. Here the dependence of the grand potential on
the quark chemical potential is included in the calculation

of observables, X, by shifting the /^‑dependent piece of
山e QCD action into the calculation of expectation values
rather than taking it into account in the statistical weights
used for the generation of gauge field configurations. This
reweighting approach has been used to analyze the theト

modynamics of QCD at nonzero chemical potential
[10, 1 2]. Within this approach thermodynamic observables
X(β, fi) are estimated via the expression

(Po> Mo ‑ 0) and that corresponding to the true equilib‑
rium state at (β,のwhich one wants to analyze. This can
be judged by inspecting the average phase factor of the
complex valued quark determinant, (e10)(pQ,o), where the

quark determinant is written as detM‑ ￨detM￨e.
Reweighting loses its reliability once (elO)ォ: 1 as both
expectation values appearing in the numerator and der‑omi‑
nator of Eq. (5.1) then become difficult to control [32]. In
our approach we estimate the phase factor via the variance

of the phase 6, a(6) ‑ J(62)二(a) where we approxi‑
mate the phase by its Taylor expansion up to O{fju‑'‑ l),

As discussed and shown in Fig..6 0日32】、 the value of
where AIn det〟 ≡ In det〟(の‑ In det〟(0) and Å∫g ≡
Sg(fS) ‑ SJfio) is the difference of the gluonic part of the
QCD action. The expectation values on the RHS of
Eq. (5.1) are obtained in simulations at (β0, 0). In [3] we
implemented a version of Eq. (5.1) in which the reweight‑
ing factor A In detM as well as the operator X itself have
been replaced by a Taylor series about jul ‑ 0. The advan‑
tage over an exact evaluation ofdetM [2] clearly is that the
required expressions are calculable with relatively little
computational effort even on large lattices. In our initial
5【udy we performed the expansion consistently up to and
including O(fi2). Here we extend this analysis by expand‑
ing In detM up to and including terms of O(fi6). Unlike
the direct evaluation of thermodynamic observables in
terms of a Taylor expansion up to a certain order the
^weighting approach with a Taylor expanded weight fac‑
tor also includes effects of higher orders in ixq/T which are
partially resummed in the exponentiated observables

FIG. ll (color online).

exP{(ォf/4)A ln detM}.

phase of the quark determinant, cr(6) calculated for 0(3) in the

The effectiveness of any reweighting approach strongly
depends on the overlap be【ween the ensemble simulated at

Contour plot of the variance of the

(T/To, /Aq/T) plane. Contour lines for o‑(0(3)) are given in steps
of汀/4 ranging from it/A (lowest curve) to 2打・
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ture expansion ai‑d approacl‑ the ideal gas limit to within
・20% for T ≧ ¥.5To. Thermodynamics in the low tent.
perature phase agrees well witl‑ predictions based on
hadron resonance gas for temperatures T :s 0.9670 and
M>q/T≦ 1・
From tl‑e analysis of bulk tl‑ermodynar一一ic observables

alone we cannot provide strong evidence for the existence
of a 2nd order phase transitioil point in the (〕CD phase
diagram. At present we cannot rule out the transition being
0.8

I 1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

a rapid crossover in the entire parameter space covered by
our analysis. In particular, we have shown that large flue‑

(a)

tuations in the quark number and the chiral condensate are
FIG. 12 (color online). Susceptibilities x<,/T2 (left) and xi/T‑

consistent with expectations based on a hadron resonance

(right) for various [xq/T ranging from fxq/T ‑ 0 (lowest curve)

gas. The current estimates on the radius of convergence of

rising in steps of 0.2 to ixq/T ‑ 1. Results are obtained by a
combination of reweighting (solid lines aild data points) and

the Taylor expansion favor a critical value of the quark

from a 6th‑order Taylor expansion (dashed lines).

chemical potential close to nq完TQ. The good agreement
of the expansion coefficients with those of a hadron gas.
however, prohibit any firm conclusion on the location and

fiej/T for which the standard deviation of 0(/)) exceeds tt/2

even on the existence of the chiral critical point.
Likewise, we cannot rule out that a 2nd order transition

is a reasonable criterion for judging the applicability of
reweighting in our simulated systems. In Fig. 1 1 we show

occurs at temperatures closer to To than the largest value in

contour lines for the variance of ♂(3). All contour lines drop

the hadronic phase, T ‑ 0.96rO which we have analyzed

dramatically in the vicinity of To; the contour correspond‑

here. In order to improve on the cu汀ent analysis lt WOLIld

ing to a{60)) ‑ it/2 yields 〃′q/T ‑ 1.5 at T竺l.2TQ and

reaches a minimum value of about 0.6

at Tと0.9rn

be important to perform calculations at smaller quark
masses in a narrower temperature interval afound To. An

Reweighting is thus mucll easier to control in the high

improvement over the current statistical errors on tl‑e 6th

temperature phase than in the hadronic phase.

order coefficient as well as the analysis of higher order

In Fig. 12 we plot quark number and isovector suscep‑

expansion coefficients with high statistics is needed.

tibilities for various fJLq/T calculated by using reweighting
where possible. The operators needed for the susceptibiト
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APPENDIX: TAYLOR EXPANSION
COEFFICIENTS

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended our analysis of the thermodynamics
of two flavor QCD at nonzero quark chemical potential to
the 6th order in a Taylor expansion around nq/T = 0. We

In this appendix, we derive some equations which are
used in the calculation of the various thermodynan‑ic
quantities and expansion coefhcients of the Taylor series
presented in this study. The partition function is given by

find clear evidence for a rapid transition from a low tem‑
perature

hadronic

phase

to

a

high

temperature

Z‑

quark一gluon

plasma phase which is signalled by large fluctuations in the
quark number density and the chiral colldensate. The tran‑
sition temperature shifts to smaller values with increasing

∫

T>U(delM)n</4e

(A D

with U ∈ SU(3). The expectation value of a physical
quantity, (O), is then obtained as

quark chemical potential. Above To the Taylor expansion
coefficients and bulk thermodynamic observables agree
with qualitative features of the perturbative high tempera‑
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THERMODYNAMICS OF TWO FLAVOR QCD TO SIXTH ‑ ・
and its derivatives witl‑ respect to quark chemical potential

All Taylor expansion coefficients used in this paper can be

and quark mass are given by

expressed in terms of expectation values of certain combi‑

nations of C,, and T)n. The required derivatives of In detM
and Tr〟‑1 are explicitly given in the following.
1. Derivatives of In det〟

Here we use m as the dimensionless quark mass value
instead of ma, and also /jl = fxqa for the dimensionless
quark chemical potential. The temperature is T ‑ {NTa)‑l
and the volume is V ‑ (Nao). Moreover, we introduce for
simplification,

054508‑ 15
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Having defined the explicit representation of Cn and jJn
we now can proceed to de伝ne the expansion coefficients
for various thermodynamic quantities discussed in this

With this we can generate higher order derivatives of In2

paper.
Pressure (p).‑The pressure is obtained from the loga‑

iteratively using

rithm of the QCD partition function. Its expansion is
denned in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). The leading expansion
coefficient cO is given by the pressure calculated at /iq
0. All higher order expansion coefficients are given in
terms of derivatives of In2.

Explicitly we find from Eq. (A20)

ノ

To generate the expansion we first consider derivatives of
inZ for iア=」 0. For the first derivative we find

Higher order derivatives are generated using the relation

where JAn is defined as

Fronl Eq. (A21) we then obtain through repeated apphca‑
tion ofEq. (A19),
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from that of the pressure we need to introduce the expan‑
sion of the isovector susceptibility. This has beeil done in
Eq. (3.5). More explicitly the isovector susceptibility is
given by

T1‑1°0tighout

this

paper

we

have

considered

tlle

case

of

f*u ‑ Vd ≡ pqa ≡ (jl. The isovector chemical potentia一

fjLt has been set equal to zero after appropriate derivatives
have been taken. In the Taylor expansion of xh which is
performed at 〟, ‑ 0 in terms of fi(l/T, the derivatives with
respect to /j,,, and /ll(/ then become identical, i.e.
[∂′'(In detMllW))/∂」;!(,/)](」 (</)) ≡ [∂"(In detM)/∂fjL"] ×

(〟).
Tlle calculation of the isovector sLisceptibility thus re‑
duces to the calculation of

To define the expansion of the isovector susceptibility, Xi
at fixed /jlj = 0 around fxq ‑ 0, we set up ai‑ iterative

These relations simplify considerably for fx ‑ 0 as all odd
expectation

values

vanish,

i.e.

JA′‑

‑

0

for

7i

odd.

In

scl‑erne similar to that introduced for the pressure. We
introduce the additional kernel JJ2 in Eq. (A20) to generate
jB,, for arbitrary /x. ≠ 0,

fact,

∂"(In detM)/∂/jl" is strictly real for n even and pure
imaginary for n odd. Using this property, the odd deriva‑
tives of the pressure vanish and also the even derivatives
become rather simple. This defines the expansion coeffi‑
cients cn introduced in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2),

(A40)

Here all expectation values JAn are now meant to be
evaluated aり▲ ‑ 0.
hovector susceptibility ¥xu‑‑While the Taylor expan‑
sion of the quark number susceptibility is easily obtained

The derivative of 2?,, with respect to tlle chemical potential
satisfies
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Starting with (NT/鶴)S2 ‑ Xi/T‑, we obtain the equa‑
tions for d"{xi/T‑)/d(fiq/T)" iteratively, and then use
again the CP symllletry for (x ‑ 0, i.e. J4.,, and 2?,, are

This gives the expansion coefficients ct￠ for the chiral

zero for 〟 odd. Therefore the odd derivatives in the expan‑

condensate defined in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.1 1),

sion ofxilT‑ at yLt ‑ 0 are zero and the even derivatives
define the expansion coefficients c'n used in Eq. (3.5).

Chiml condensate ((如)) and discolけIected chiral sus‑
ceptibility (xm)‑‑We also discuss the Taylor expansion
of the chiral condensate and the related chiral susceptibil‑
ity.

where we used again that ̲礼, and j7,, are zero for n odd
and 〟 ‑ 0. Hence the odd derivatives in the expailsion
vanish. Note that these expansion coefficients also control
tlle quark nlass dependence of the qLIark number susccpti‑
bility given in Eq. (3.12). The first derivative of the iso‑
vector susceptibility with respect to the quark mass.

Tlle iterative scheme is similar to that introduced for the
isovector susceptibility but with the generating kernel X/2
in Eq. (A36) replaced by Co. This yields
for which we have introduced the Taylor expansion in
Eq. (3.13) requires the calculation of further expectation
＼′こikies /,,.

With these and the coefficients 3n and 5n one finds for the
expansion coefficients.
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Finally we present the expansion ofx如which is generated
in.analogy to the isovector susceptibility by using C呂as a
kernel in Eq. (A20). We find
The

expansio一一of

the

disconnected

chiral

susceptibility

denned in Eq. (3.14) is then given by

These expectation values satisfy
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